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Ice Cream Maker Manuals (Download Here for Free), with Reviews, Prices and Support



If you are looking for an instruction manual or directions for your ice cream
maker, or reviews and pricing to buy an ice cream maker, look no further. 
We have collected all  of the manuals that are presently available online
in this one web page.  Just choose your make and/or model and download the
instruction manual for free, you don't need to give us you email address,
vcredit card or anything else, like the scam websites do.  All you need to view or print the manuals is
the free Adobe PDf viewer. And while you may need directions about how to
operate keep in mind, ice cream is the same in ALL ice cream makers, it is not
like you need 


On the far right are links to more information and reviews about each ice cream
maker, and the best prices available online (note: sales help to
support this website, and if you ever lose the manual, you will always find it
here!)


And if you have a manual for a model that we don't list, please scan it and
email it to us.  We will add it, and if you ever lose it, you can find it
here! And if there are other makes and models for which you are trying to find a
manual, let me know!


Even if you do not find your manual here, these directions and
recipes will work with ANY ice cream maker:




Click here for illustrated ice cream, gelato, sorbet and frozen
yogurt recipes, including almost fat-free and sugar free versions of
homemade ice cream!

Ice Cream Maker Instruction Manuals

Scroll down to see links for each ice cream maker,
alphabetized. 

	Maker	
Download the manual / instructions	
Photo 	
Prices and Reviews
(if it is still sold)
	Aroma Ice Cream maker
manuals 	
Aroma Model AIC-100 (1qt) Instructions, Recipes, and Parts Diagram, Parts List, and Parts Ordering Information. 	
[image: aroma AIC-100 ice cream maker]	
 
	 	
Aroma models AIC-204EM (4 quart, natural wood)Instructions, Recipes, and Parts Diagram, Parts List, and Parts Ordering Information. 	
[image: ]	
See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon

	 	
Aroma AIC304EM 4 Quart Wood Barrel Ice Cream Maker AIC-304EM	
[image: ]	
See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon

	 	
Aroma AIC-206 Instruction Manual 6 quart ice cream maker manual, recipes and instructions.

	
[image: Aroma AIC-206-6quart ice cream maker]	
See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon

	
Bravetti	
Bravetti KP160HS ice cream maker user manual / instructions  	
[image: Bravetti KP160HS ice cream maker]	

 
	
Bravetti	
Bravetti-Platinum-Pro-Kp170h ice cream maker manual	
[image: Bravetti-Platinum-Pro-Kp170h ice cream maker manual]	
 
	Bravetti
Super Slushi by Euro-Pro	

Bravetti Super Slushi model SM409H by Euro-Pro instruction manual.	
 	
See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon
	Cook's Essential Ice
Cream Maker	
Cook's Essential Ice Cream Maker	
[image: Cook's Essential Ice Cream Maker]	
 
	Cuisinart Ice Cream Maker
Instruction Manuals

	1.5 quart Cuisinart ICE-20
ice cream maker. It has a freezer bowl.
Cuisinart Ice Cream Maker Instruction Manual


For replacement parts for Cuisinart ice cream makers, see this page.

The recipes are separate from the instruction
manuals:


Simple Chocolate Ice Cream,
Simple Vanilla Ice Cream,.
Vanilla Bean Ice Cream,
Vanilla Frozen Yogurt,
Creamy Butter Pecan Ice Cream,
Chocolate Mint Ice Cream,
Deep Dark Chocolate Ice Cream,
Fresh Strawberry Ice Cream,
Pistachio Ice Cream and
Pumpkin Pie Ice Cream	
[image: ]There were at least 480 reviews.	
See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon

	 	2 quart Cuisinart ICE-25 ice cream maker. It uses ice and salt.

For replacement parts for Cuisinart ice cream makers, see this page.
	
[image: ]	
See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon

	 	
Here is the instruction manual for the
2.0 quart Cuisinart ICE-30 ice cream maker with a freezer bowl.
Also called .  This manual is the instructions only,
provided by Cuisinart electronically. I also have scans of the
Instruction manual and the
Recipe booklet as they came with the unit you bought.


For replacement parts for Cuisinart ice cream makers, see this page.

 
	
[image: ]	
See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon

	 	
Here is the instruction manual for the Cuisinart
Mix It In Soft Serve Ice Cream Maker, ICE-45,


For replacement parts for Cuisinart ice cream makers, see this page.

 
	
[image: Cuisinart Ice-45 Mix-It-In Soft-Serve 1-1/2-Quart Ice-Cream Maker]	
See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon

	Contessan Ice Cream maker
Instruction Manuals	
For models sold in the UK
For models sold in the rest of the world.
	
[image: ]	
Not available in the US - Available in the UK from the sellers.co.uk
	
Crofton (sold by Aldi)	
Crofton Ice Cream Maker manual - sold by Aldi. 
Crofton Ice Cream
Maker (model #BL-1450-B) 	
 	
 
	
DeLonghi	
They appear to have four models.  Here are the manuals for each:	
DeLonghi Gelataio Magnum Plus, GC4000
	
DeLonghi Gelato Supreme, IC5000
	DeLonghi Sorbetiere, IC8000
	
DeLonghi Sorbetiere, ICK8500


	
[image: ]	

 
	
 	
Manual for the DeLonghi GM6000 Gelato Maker with Self-Refrigerating Compressor


	
[image: Delonghi GM6000 Ice cream maker with compressor]	
The GM6000 is no longer sold, but this is:
See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon

	
Deni	
Manual for
Deni Models 5201-5202-5203-5205-5210 Ice Cream Maker	
[image: Automatic Ice Cream Maker With Candy Crusher]	
See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon

	
 	
Manual for Deni soft serve ice cream maker, model 5540	
[image: Deni 5540 softserve ice cream maker] 	
See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon
 
	
 	
Manual for Deni yogurt maker, model 5600.  Note: this is actually a yogurt
maker, not a FROZEN yogurt maker.	
[image: Deni 5600 yoghurt maker] 	
See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon
 
	Donvier Ice Cream Maker
Instruction Manual	
Donvier Ice Cream Maker manual, instructions and recipes.
(U.S. Version) 
Donvier Ice Cream Maker Instruction Manual[image: pad](Canadian
version)
	
[image: ]	
See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon

	Euro-Pro Electronic Gourmet
Ice Cream Maker	
Euro-Pro Electronic Gourmet Ice Cream Maker, model KP170, and KP170E
instruction manual, directions, and recipes!	
[image: Euro Pro gourmet ice cream maker model KP170]	
 
	
DAK (Italia)	
DAK Gelatissimo ice cream maker. This is an Italian manufacturer.  Click here for the DAK manual. There is also a pretty

good Italian YouTube video with instructions and a recipe 
 	
 	
 
	
Dolly Madison 	
Dolly Madison Pacer 4QT Electric Brown model #8451 and similar 4 to 6 quart electric Dolly Madison ice cream makers.

See the directions here	
 	
 
	ECVV.com; China / Chinese
manufacturer	
ECVV BL1100 ice cream maker manual and recipes	
[image: ]	
 
	GE	
GE General Electric ice cream 106765
Click here for the manual	
[image: GE ice cream maker 106765] 	
 
	Gel (sold in Australia by LJ Stuart &
Company Ltd)	
This manual covers 3 models, the Gel M1, Gel M2 and Gel MC2.
Click here for the manual.	
[image: GEL MC]	
 
	Great American Dessert
Machine. 	
Great American Dessert Machine. Sold in the late 80s or early 90s.
Click here for the ice cream maker manual.  	
[image: Great American Dessert Machine]	
 
	Hamilton Beach / Proctor Silex Ice Cream Maker Instruction manuals 	
Model 91642 (standard electric freezer bowl model)
	
[image: ]	
See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon

	Hamilton Beach Ice Cream
Maker Instruction manuals 	
Hamilton Beach Ice cream and frozen yogurt maker model 68220
A
very popular model - gets great reviews from the sellers customers.	
[image: hamilton beach ice cream maker 68220]	
See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon

	 	
Hamilton Beach Ice cream maker 68320 and 68320B
Another popular
model - gets great reviews from the sellers customers.	
[image: hamilton beach ice cream maker 68320]	
See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon

	 	
Hamilton Beach Ice cream maker 68330,
68330N and 68330R	
[image: Hamilton Beach 68330R 4-Quart Automatic Ice-Cream Maker]	
See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon

	 	
Hamilton Beach Half Pint Soft-Serve Ice Cream Maker - Blue (68550E)
manual, use and care instructions	
[image: hamilton beach half pint soft serve ice cream maker 68550E]	
See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon

	Kitchen Living (sold at
Aldi)	
Kitchen Living Ice cream maker model 90452-13 and similar models User
guide, manual and recipes.	
[image: Aldi Kitchen Living ice cream maker ]	
Sold at Aldi
	Krups Ice Cream Maker
Instruction Manual	Instructions and Recipes for
the 1.5 quart Krups "La Glaciere" Ice Cream Maker
Krups Ice Cream Maker Instruction Manual	
[image: ]	
 See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon
	
Krups Model 337 Ice Cream maker.	
 Instructions and Recipes for the Krups model 337 "La Glaciere" Ice Cream Maker	
 	
 
	
Lello 	
Click here for the Lello Gelato Pro, model 4090 manual by Lello. 

Also:
these recipes will work fine and the instructions are straight forward.


Notes: There is only the on-off compressor switch on the side and the timer setting and the
"on" button that starts the paddle rotating. If you move the unit, wait
10 minutes before you turn it on - it is like an refrigerator; the
Freon needs to rest for about 10 minutes after moving it. Also, don't
turn it off and then directly back on. Wait at least 10 minutes. Last
tip: don't fill it past the fill lines.
 	

[image: Lello Gelato Pro, model 4090]	
See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon
	
Magimix Gelato Chef Ice Cream Maker 	
Instruction manual for the Magimix Gelato Chef 2200 Ice Cream Maker.
 Unlike most ice cream makers, the Gelato Chef 2200 doesn't need
pre-freezing, because it's got its own built-in freezer.  Just choose
your recipe, switch on, pour in your ingredients, and from only 20
minutes your delicious ice cream or sorbet is ready. With its own
freezer and two 1.6 Litre fixed and removable bowls, you can make as
little or as much ice cream or sorbet in as many flavours as you like.


Comments from a visitor on May 23, 2010:
""I am trying to find instructions for ICTC Gelato Chef Ice Cream and
Sorbet Maker, Item, No 60001. This is the company that made Gelato Chef
before they were sold to Magimix. The instructions on your site are for
a more modern model."

Does anyone have a copy of this manual? If
you have one and can scan the manual to email me,
please write me, and I'll add it!



	
[image: Magimix Gelato Chef Ice Cream Maker  manual]	
 
	
Maverick Ice Cream Shoppe	
Here is the instruction manual, / guide and recipes for the Maverick Ice
Cream Shoppe, model MIC-001	
[image: Maverick Ice Cream Shoppe]	
See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon

	Lello Musso	
Click here to download the Musso Lello 4080 Lissino instruction and
recipe book. Also called the Lello Musso Mini.

If you have
another Lello manual and can scan or mail the manual to me,
please write me, and I'll add it!	
[image: ]	
 
See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon

	Mistral 	
Click here to download the Mistral Whirly soft server maker, model
MSIM10.
	
Available in Australia	
 
	Montgomery Wards signature electric ice cream maker	
Click here to download the Montgomery Ward ice cream maker manual and
recipes. It's called, oddly enough "Ye Olde Fashioned Ice Cream
Book"	
[image: Montgomery ward ice cream maker][image: VINTAGE MONTGOMERY WARD SIGNATURE ELECTRIC 6 QT ICE CREAM FREEZER NATURAL WOOD w]	
 
	 	
Click here to download the Mistral Igloo Ice cream maker manual	
Available in Australia	
 
	Musso Ice Cream Maker
Instruction Manual	Musso Pola instruction and
recipe book.
Musso Polan Ice Cream maker Instruction Manual[image: pad]
 
	
[image: ]	
 See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon

	New Wave ice cream maker	
New Wave Ice cream, frozen yoghurt and sorbet maker manual, instructions and recipes. 	
[image: New Wave Ice cream, frozen yoghurt and sorbet maker ] 	
 
	Nostalgia Electrics 	
ICM-400 Vintage Collection Old Fashioned Ice Cream Maker manual, directions and recipes.	
[image: Nostagia Electrics ICM-400 ice cream maker] 	
It is no longer sold, but this one is very similar:
See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon 
	Nostalgia Electrics 	
ICM-562 Old Fashioned Carnival Soft Serve Ice Cream Maker manual,
instructions and recipes	
[image: ]	
 See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon
	
Nostalgia Electrics

	
Double Flavor Ice Cream Maker -manual, instructions and recipes
Nostalgia Electrics Vintage Collection,
Double Flavor Ice Cream Machine 2350,
Manufacturer Number: DFIM 

	
 	
 
	Oster Ice Cream Maker Manual	
Oster Quick Freeze Ice Cream Maker, Model 768-08 (also referred to as 76808) manual and ice cream recipes. Oster apparently doesn't make any ice cream
makers any more, as there are none on their website. But you might still
try this link to Oster's website for contact information.	
Discontinued	
No longer sold

	Panasonic Ice Cream Maker
Instruction Manual	
Panasonic BH-941P Ice Cream Maker Manual	
[image: ]	
 See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon

	Phillips 	
This is the manual and recipes for the Phillips HR2298 ice cream maker. These recipes will work with other
Phillips ice cream makers, like the HR2298. 	
[image: Philips Ice Cream Maker HR 2298]	
 
	Phillips  HR2304 and HR2305
ice cream maker	
This is the manual and recipes for the Phillips  HR2304 and HR2305 ice
cream maker, sold in Europe. These recipes will work with other
Phillips ice cream makers, like the HR2295.	
[image: Phillips HR2295 ice cream maker]	
 
	Proctor Silex Ice cream maker	
This is
the original manual from the 1970's for the Proctor Silex
non-electric
(hand crank) model that uses ice and salt.	
[image: Proctor-Silex ice cream maker, hand crank, 1970's manual]	
 
	 	
This is
the original manual from the 1970's for the Proctor Silex ELECTRIC
model that uses ice and salt, such as (but NOT limited to the F801F Old
Fashioned Ice Cream maker)	
 	
 
	Richmond Cedar Works (RCW) Ice Cream Maker Instruction Manual 5 Quart models	
This is the original, full color manual for 5 QT RCW ice cream makers . 
There are instructions and plenty of recipes.  Originally sold by Sears and Roebuck.	
[image: RCW ice cream maker manual]	
 
	Richmond Cedar Works (RCW)
Ice Cream Maker Instruction Manual - Model 71	Recipes and instructions for
the Richmond Cedar Works model 71 ice cream maker. Richmond Cedar Works
is no longer in business.
Richmond Cedar Works Ice Cream Maker Instruction Manual[image: pad]
Here's an old generic RCW manual that a visitor scanned and sent in
- It appears to cover all models.  (added 2008-08-07)
	Richmond Cedar Works' ice cream maker
business was sold to
Rival Products. If you are looking for replacement parts call
Customer service at 1-800-557-4825 or 1-800-546-5637 - it is possible
they may be able to help.  Otherwise, eBay may be a good place to look.	 
	Richmond Cedar Works (RCW)
Ice Cream Maker Instruction Manual - Model 76 and others	Manual for Richmond Cedar Works ice cream maker model number 76:
Part 1 and
Part 2 (added 2008-08-07)	Richmond Cedar Works' ice cream maker
business was sold to
Rival Products. If you are looking for replacement parts call
Customer service at 1-800-557-4825 or 1-800-546-5637 - it is possible
they may be able to help.  Otherwise, eBay may be a good place to look.	 
	Richmond Cedar Works (RCW)
Ice Cream Maker Instruction Manual - Model 78	
Manual for Richmond Cedar
Works ice cream maker model number 78	Richmond Cedar Works' ice cream maker
business was sold to
Rival Products. If you are looking for replacement parts call
Customer service at 1-800-557-4825 or 1-800-546-5637 - it is possible
they may be able to help.  Otherwise, eBay may be a good place to look.	 
	Richmond Cedar Works (RCW) Ice Cream
Maker Instruction Manual 	
Here are the recipes and instructions for the RCW Ice cream maker.

If you have a copy of the manual for other Richmond Cedar Works ice
cream makers and can scan the manual to email me,
please write me, and I'll add it, and you will never need to worry
about losing it!	
[image: Richmond Cedar Works ice cream maker model 78]Richmond
Cedar Works' ice cream maker business was sold to
Rival Products. If you are looking for replacement parts call
Customer service at 1-800-557-4825 or 1-800-546-5637 - it is possible
they may be able to help.  Otherwise, eBay may be a good place to look.	
 
	Rite Aid Ice cream makers	
Rite Aid 1 Quart Ice Cream Maker manual	
 	
 
	Rival 2-Quart Ice Cream Maker Model RRVBK02-BLU.	
Recipes and instruction manual for Rival 2-Quart Ice Cream Maker Model RRVBK02-BLU. 	
[image: Rival 2-Quart Ice Cream Maker Model RRVBK02-BLU.]	
Only the 4 quart version is still for sale:


Click here to see this item or part on Amazon


	
Rival Soft Serve Ice Cream machine Model 8150

also called the Rival Sorbetiere

	
Manual  and recipes for the
Rival Soft Serve Ice Cream machine Model 8150	
[image: Soft Serve Ice Cream machine Model 8150 manual] 	
 
	Rival Ice Cream Maker
Instruction Manual for GC8151 and GC-8101	
Recipes and instruction manual for Rival GC8151-WN 1.5-Quart Treat
Shoppe Electric Ice Cream Maker, White. This is also the manual for
GC-8101. 	
[image: ]	
 See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon

	
Rival GC8155-W 1.5-Quart Gourmet
Creamery

	
Recipes and instruction manual for the Rival GC 8155 


 1.5-Quart Gourmet Creameryice cream maker. 	
[image: Rival GC8155-W 1.5-Quart Gourmet Creamery]	

 
	Rival Frozen Yogurt Maker and Ice Cream
Parlor ice cream maker. Model# 8200 and 8210.	
Directions, Instruction manual and recipes for the Rival Frozen Yogurt
Maker and Ice cream freezer.  This includes models 8200 and 8210.	
[image: rival 8210 ice cream maker]	
 
	Rival IceCream Maker GC8250
instruction manual	
Recipes and instruction manual for Rival IceCream Maker GC8250  (US
version)
Recipes and instruction manual for Rival IceCream Maker GC8250-I 
(EU / UK version)

	
[image: ]	
 See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon
	Rival Models 8400, 8410, 

8450,8600,8650 4 quart ice cream maker	
Recipes and instructions for Rival Models 8400, 8410,

8450,8600,8650 Electric Ice Cream Maker.  	
 	
See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon 
	Rival model 8401 - 8401M 

4 quart ice cream maker	
4 quart Rival model 8401M 0r 8401 ice cream and frozen yoghurt maker recipes and directions.	
[image: Rival8401M]	

 
	Rival Ice Cream Maker
Instruction Manual for 8401,  8401M, 8405, 8420, 8455-X, 8550, 8550-X,
8605, 8620	
Recipes and instructions for Rival 8550-X 5-Quart Wooden Electric Ice
Cream Maker.
 This is ALSO the manual for these other Rival models: 8401M, 8405, 8420, 8455-X, 8550-X, 8605, 8620.

Here is another version that came with an 8401.
 
	
[image: ]	
 See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon

	Rival 8704P and 8704 Ice
Cream 4 Quart Maker.	
Rival 8704P and 8704 Ice Cream 4 Quart Ice Cream Maker Instruction
Manual and recipes	
[image: ][image: ]	
See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon 
	Rival 6 Quart Electric Ice
Cream Maker - 8706.	
Rival 6 Quart Electric Ice Cream Maker - 8706-BEW  and 8706 Instruction
Manual and recipes	
[image: ]	

 
	Rival 6 Quart Ice Cream
Maker, Model: FRRVCB60-BL	
Recipes and instruction manual for Rival IceCream Maker FRRVCB60-BL

	
[image: Rival blue ice cream maker Model: FRRVCB60-BL]	

	Rival Ice Cream Maker 8804
and 8806 instruction manual	
Recipes and instruction manual for Rival IceCream Maker 8804 and 8806 also works
for the 8806-BL ( it's just blue!)



The BL (blue model) is pictured at right	
 
 
	
 See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon

	Rival model GC 9101 

ice cream maker	
Click here to download the instruction / directions / recipes manual for the Rival model GC 9101 ice cream maker. 	
[image: ]	

 
	Rival Ice Cream Maker Model
GC9155 instruction manual	
GC 9155 Instruction manual - if this doesn't work, then try this
one:
Instruction manual for Rival IceCream Maker GC9155
	
[image: ]	
See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon
	Rival Ice Cream Maker
Instruction Manual - Hand crank models	
Recipe and directions for Rival F64306-X 6-Quart Hand-Crank White
Mountain Ice Cream Freezer.
 
	
[image: ]	
 
	Rival Ice Cream Maker
Instruction Manual	Unbelievably,
Rival doesn't
have any of their ice cream maker instruction manuals available on their
own website; only for their "White Mountain" series (see below) ! I've
found some, but if you have any of the others, scan it and email it to
me,
let me know, and I'll add it!
This manual for a  2.0 quart Cuisinart ICE-25 ice cream maker. ought to work;
most ice/salt makers use very similar recipes and directions
	See farther down this
page for Rival models.	 
	Ronson Cream Supreme 8362 ice cream maker	
Click here to download the instruction manual for the Ronson Cream
Supreme 8362 ice cream maker. This ice cream maker was sold in
Australia and New Zealand. 	
 	
 
	Salton ice cream maker, model ICM-1	
Instructions, Recipes, and Parts Diagram, Parts List, and Parts Ordering Information.
ICM-1	
[image: Salton Big Chill Ice cream maker ICM-1] 	
 
	Salton ice cream maker, model IC-4	
Instructions, Recipes, and Parts Diagram, Parts List, and Parts Ordering
Information.
IC-4	
 	
 
	Salton Big Chill ICM15 manual	Salton appears to have only
one model currently in production, the Salton Big Chill ICM15.
Here is the instruction manual.  It ought to work for other
Salton ice cream makers
	
[image: ]	 
	Salton Big Chill ICM21	
Click here for the Salton Big Chill ICM-21 instruction manual (be patient
while it downloads; it is a big file, 2.5 Megabytes)	
[image: ][image: Salton Big Chill ICM-21]	

 
	Salton Mini Chill
ICM-3	
Click here for the Salton Mini Chill ICM-3 instruction manual and
recipes. 	
[image: Salton mini chill frozen dessert maker]	
 
	Silvercrest / Lidl	
Click here for the instruction manual, directions and recipes for the
Silvercrest Ice Cream Maker, model SECM 12A1.	

[image: Silvercrest Ice Cream Maker SECM 12A1]	
 
	Simac Il Gelato Junior Ice
Cream Maker Instruction Manual	
Instructions and the first few pages of recipes from the Simac Il Gelato
Junior ice cream maker.
Simac Il Gelataio Junior Ice Cream Maker Instruction Manual	
[image: ]	

 
	Simac Il Gelataio The Ice
cream man	
Click here for the manual, instructions and recipes for the Simac Il
Gelataio The Ice cream man ice cream maker	
 	
 
	Simac GC4000, 

8 Quart Ice Cream Makermanual	
Instructions and manual for the Simac GC4000 1_8-Quart Ice Cream Maker	
[image: ]
See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon
	
The GC4000 is "currently unavailable", but this one is very similar and highly rated:
See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon

	Simac GC5000, Gelataio

8 Quart Ice Cream Makermanual 	
Simac is sold in Europe. Here is the GC5000 manual which includes most European languages. 	
[image: Simac GC5000 ice cream maker]	
 
	Sterling Electric Ice Cream Freezer
Catalog number 165A	
Here are the recipes and instructions for the Sterling RCW Ice cream maker.
(RCW and Sterling were the same company)
If you have a copy of the manual for other Richmond Cedar Works ice
cream makers and can scan the manual to email me,
please write me, and I'll add it, and you will never need to worry
about losing it!	
[image: Sterling Electric Ice Cream Freezer Catalog number 165A]	
See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon 
	Sunbeam 	
Sunbeam icecream maker manual 
for their older electric and hand crank models, such as  ICM-1 and
others. Sunbeam made this one manual to cover most of their ice cream
makers. 	
[image: sunbeam ice cream maker ICM-1]	
 
	Sunbeam Ice Cream Maker & Citrus Fruit
Juicer	
Instructions and manual for the Sunbeam Ice Cream Maker & Citrus Fruit
Juicer. This one was purchased in 1984	
[image: ]	
 
	Swan 	
Instruction manual for the Swan "Come Dine With Me" ice cream / gelato maker,
model SF22010CDWMN. Click here for the manual. This ice cream maker
is sold in the UK	
[image: Swan CDWM ice cream maker]	
 
	Swan Elegance Ice Cream Maker	
Swan Elegance Ice Cream Maker Manual.

Swan is a UK-based company that makes
kitchen appliances, including an ice cream maker (model "Elegance"). The
manual for the Elegance model  is not on
their website	
 	
 
	T-Fal	
T-Fal Ice cream maker;
T-fal IG4000 Ice-Cream Maker instruction maual and recipes	
[image: T-fal IG4000 Ice-Cream Maker]	
See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon 
	 	
T-Fal Gelato Sorbetiere, Emeril model instruction manual and recipes	
[image: T-Fal Gelato Sorbetiere, Emeril ] 	
 
	Tempo Ice Cream and Sorbet Maker, ICM2	
Tempo Ice Cream and Sorbet Maker, ICM2 (Australia) instruction manual	
[image: ]	
 
	Toastmaster 	
Toastmaster Ice creamn maker model 6701, use and care guide, instruction
manual. 
Notes:
Comments from a visitor on June 14, 2011: " I found out that Salton has
bought them out in 1994 or sometime around then. I looked at the Salton
instructions and I believe if you are having trouble freezing ice cream
in the 6701 machine, you should try using it only HALF full, as it will
not work properly otherwise, per the instructions for Salton. This is
actually a pain in the butt to do, as most recipes make about 1-1/2 Qts.
I think I am just going to get rid of this useless machine that my
sister in law handed down to me. Or freeze half of the recipe, clean it,
refreeze the canister and then freeze the rest the next day...???...as I
said, pain in the butt."	
[image: Toastmaster model 6701 ice cream maker]	
 
	Ultrex 	
Ultrex ice cream maker, model 14009 manual, recipes and instructions. 
No ice is needed with this model - it has a freezer gel container. It
also appears as though this model is no longer produced or sold.	
[image: ultrex model 14009 ice cream maker]	
 
	Villa Ware ice cream maker manual	
Instructions, Recipes, and Parts Diagram, Parts List, and Parts Ordering Information.
Model V5100	
[image: ]	
 See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon

	Waring Ice Cream Parlor Instructions	
This Waring brand ice cream maker was made in the early 70's.  I have 2
versions of the manual:
1.
This is a very complete manual, which appears to have come out later.

2. And here is the original Waring manual! Also see
these other directions to use it!  

You can also use our illustrated ice cream, gelato, sorbet and frozen yogurt recipes in
the Waring maker.	

[image: ]
	
No longer sold - try Ebay
 

	Waring Frozen Dessert
Maker model # 11CF42	Instructions and the first few pages of
recipes from the Waring Frozen Desert Maker.
Waring Frozen Desert Maker Instruction Manual	

 [image: Waring frozen dessert maker, model 11CF42]

	
 
	White Mountain ice cream maker 
Instruction Manual (Rival)	Instructions, Recipes, and Parts Diagram,
Parts List, and Parts Ordering Information.
White Mountain Instruction Manual[image: pad]
Rival F69206-X 6-Quart Electric White Mountain Ice Cream
Freezer 
	
[image: ]	
 See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon

	 	White Mountain
Hand-Operated Ice Cream Maker - 4 qt. 	
[image: ]	
 See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon

	Wilton Incredible Ice Cream Machine	Click
here to download the Wilton Ice Cream maker manual in a PDF. 

The Wilton website says they no
longer make this model. Here's what they say about their ice cream maker
(which sold for $39.99): "With this Incredible Ice Cream Machine, you
can enjoy amazing homemade ice cream in 20-30 minutes. No salt, no ice,
no mess or electricity needed. It's fun for the whole family, even kids
can turn the ergonomic hand crank with ease. The ingredient Window
allows you to easily add candy, nuts, fruit and more during mixing.
Freeze bowl for easy mixing and serving. The double liquid-filled walls
keep the freeze bowl cold longer. The dual purpose Presentation Bowl
holds the Freeze Bowl steady during mixing and then instantly allows you
to go from mixing to serving. Discover the best ice cream you've ever tasted,made in your own kitchen"	
[image: Ice Cream Maker][image: Wilton Ice Cream Maker]	
 
	Williams Sonoma Ice Cream maker, model #WS994 	Manual for William
Sonoma Ice Cream Machine, Grand Cuisine Gelato Maker, model WS994. 
I	
 	
No longer sold
	 	 	
 	
 


Next, Manuals, for which we are still seeking!

	
[bookmark: rival]Ice Cream Makers for Which We Are Still Seeking
Manuals!


	Aroman Ice Cream maker 	Models Aroma AIC-115 (1.5qt).  If you
have one and can scan the manual to email me,
please write me, and I'll add it! 	
[image: ]	
 
	Bosch	People are looking for the instruction
manual and recipes for a Bosch Concept 7000 Ice Cream Maker. If you have one and can scan the
manual to email me,
please write me, and I'll add it! 

You can find
parts for it here.	
[image: Bosch Concept 7000 Ice Cream Maker ]	
 
	Bosch	People are looking for the instruction
manual and recipes for a Bosch ice cream maker model number MUZ4EB1 or
Bosch Ice Cream Maker MUZ7EB1. If you have either one and can scan the
manual to email me,
please write me, and I'll add it! 	
 	
 
	Braun 	Apparently, Braun made a very durable ice
cream maker in the 1980's, some of which are still in use.  There is a
recipe on this page, but no manual. If you have one and can scan the
manual to email me,
please write me, and I'll add it! 	
 	
 
	
Bravetti	
Other Bravetti ice cream maker user manual or instructions  If you have
one and can scan the manual to email me,
please write me, and I'll add it! 	
[image: Bravetti KP160HS ice cream maker]	
 
	
 	
People are looking for the manual for Bravetti model KP300H Triple Gel
ice cream maker: If you have one and can scan the manual to email me,
please write me, and I'll add it! 	
[image: Bravetti model KP300H triple Gel ice cream maker manual]	
 
	
Cascade 	
Cascade model CIM018 Ice cream maker. 230 - 240 ~ 50Hz, 20 - 25 WATTS.
This is a Chinese manufacturer.  If you have one and can scan the manual
to email me,
please write me, and I'll add it! 	
 	
 
	
Casera ice cream  maker	
Model number is CICM150Y. This is sold in Australia.  If you have one
and can scan the manual to email me,
please write me, and I'll add it! 	

[image: Cooks Essential Ice Cream Maker]	

	
Cooks Essential Ice Cream makers	
I'm looking for manuals to ANY Cook's Essential icecream makers,
like Model k77102 or ICM6. Other websites are charging $10 to $15 just
to download a PDF of the manuals.  I would like to make them
available for free.  If you have one and can scan the manual to email
me,
please write me, and I'll add it!
 	
 	
See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon
	
Deni	
I'm trying to find a copy of the manual for Deni ice cream maker
model 5400.  If you have one and can scan the manual to email me,
please write me, and I'll add it!
 	
[image: Deni 5400 Scoop Factory Automatic Digital Ice Cream and Frozen Dessert Maker]	
See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon
	
Dolly Madison	
Dolly Madison hand crank model number 8450-2 ice cream maker.  If you
have one and can scan the manual to email me,
please write me, and I'll add it! 	
 	
 
	
Giovanna 	
Giovannan Ice Cream maker Model #95400.  If you have one and can scan the
manual to email me,
please write me, and I'll add it! 	
 	
 
	
Gino d'Acampo	
Gino d'acampo ice cream maker.   If you have one and can scan the
manual to email me,
please write me, and I'll add it! 
A visitor writes on May 12,
2013: "I came across your site hunting for the instructions for a
Gino D'Acampo ice cream maker, which I note you do not have either.
Having looked at some of the other models you do have instructions for,
it seems to me that it is the same as the
Bravetti KP160HS ice cream maker user manual / instructions but with
slightly different plastic mouldings for the lid etc - the working parts
(eg mixing paddle etc) seem to be the same. Thought that may help some
other people."	
[image: Gino D'Acampo ice cream maker]	
 
	
Haijer	
Haier ice cream maker model 9868. If you have an instruction manual and
can scan the manual to email me,
please write me, and I'll add it! 	
[image: Haier ice cream maker model 9868]	
 
	
Sears Kenmore	
Kenmore vintage Talking Ice Cream Machine retro ice cream maker (1970's) 
. If you have an instruction manual and can scan the manual to email me,
please write me, and I'll add it! 	
[image: Kenmore vintage Talking Ice Cream Machine retro ice cream maker]	
 
	
Maxi-Matic	
We don't have the manual for the
Maxi-Matic Elite Gourmet Old Fashioned Pine Bucket Electric/Manual Ice
Cream Maker.  If you have one and can scan the manual to email me,
please write me, and I'll add it! 	
[image: Maxi Matic ice cream maker]	
See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon

	Montgomery Wards refrigerator/freezer	Montgomery Wards refrigerator/freezer
with a built-in ice cream maker. Apparently, you plug it in where the
ice maker goes, and there is a timer to set, and it turns the paddle
inside to mix the ice cream. If you have a manual and can scan or mail
the manual to me,
please write me, and I'll add it!	
 	
 
	Norelco	Instructions And Recipes For Norelco Lickety Split Ice Cream Maker
Pamphlet
January 1, 1978
by North American
Philips Corporation 

If you
have the manual,
please write me

Someone is selling it online for
$70.  That's right 70 bucks JUST for the manual.  What
appalling greed.  If you have a copy, scan it and send it to me,
and I'll make it available to all fro FREE, as I always do!	
[image: Norelco Lickety Split ice cream maker Manual]	
[image: Norelco Lickety Split ice cream maker]
	Oster	Have you got a copy of the manual for
Oster kitchen center ice cream attachment or the pasta maker attachment?
Folks are looking for them, so if you have one and can scan the manual
to email me,
please write me, and I'll add it, and you will never need to worry
about losing it!	
 	
 
	Proctor Silex 	Have you got a copy of the manual for
Proctor Silex electric ice cream maker model 88105? Folks are looking
for them, so if you have one and can scan the manual to email me,
please write me, and I'll add it, and you will never need to worry
about losing it!	
 	
 
	Rite Aid Ice Cream Maker	Ice Cream Maker distributed by Rite Aid
Corp Item #939829-MMV 2.3 pint capacity motorized mixing paddle fits
easily in freezer automatic no ice or salt needed.  If you have the
manual for this ice cream maker, and can scan the manual to email me,
please write me, and I'll add it, and you will never need to worry
about losing it!




	
 	
 
	
Rival GC8155-W 1.5-Quart Gourmet
Creamery

	Have you got a copy of the manual for the
Rival GC 8155 -W 1.5-Quart Gourmet
Creamery ice cream maker? Folks are looking for them, so if you
have one and can scan the manual to email me,
please write me, and I'll add it, and you will never need to worry
about losing it! In the meantime; this manual for a very similar model
will work: Recipes and instructions for
GC 9155 Instruction manual	
[image: Rival GC8155-W 1.5-Quart Gourmet Creamery]	
 
	Rival GC-9151 Gel ice cream maker	Have you got a copy of the manual for the
Rival model GC 9151 ice cream maker? Folks are looking for them, so if
you have one and can scan the manual to email me,
please write me, and I'll add it, and you will never need to worry
about losing it!  In the meantime; this manual for a very similar model
will work: Recipes and instructions for
GC 9155 Instruction manual	
[image: Rival GC-9161 Gel ice cream maker]	
 
	Rival F64304-X 4-Quart Hand-Crank White
Mountain Ice Cream Freezer Instruction Manual	Rival F64304-X 4-Quart Hand-Crank White
Mountain Ice Cream Freezer . If you have one and can scan the manual to
email me,
please write me and I'll add it!	
[image: ]
See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon
	
The hand-cranked Rival is "currently unavailable" but this one is very similar:

See here for this ice cream maker on Amazon

	Sears & Roebuck Ice Cream Maker,
model 238-1969	Have you got a copy of the manual for the
Sears & Roebuck Ice Cream Maker, model 238-1969? Folks are looking for them, so if
you have one and can scan the manual to email me,
please write me,
and I'll add it, and you will never need to worry about losing it!  In the
meantime;
the instructions on this page will work for you!	
 	
 
	SEB Ice Cream Maker	SEB is a French ice cream maker.  If you
have one and can scan the manual to email me,
please write me and I'll add it!	
[image: SEB ice cream maker manual]	
 
	Swan Elegance	Swan is a UK-based company that makes
kitchen appliances, including an ice cream maker (model "Elegance"). The
manual for the Elegance model  is not on
their website So if
you have ANY Swan appliance manuals, for their ice cream maker or any
other appliance, if you can scan them and email them to me, I'll post
them here. 
please write me!	
No photo available.
	
 
	Toastmaster Ice
Cream Maker 6701, Sorbetiere	People are looking
for the manual for the Toastmaster Ice Cream Maker, model 6701.  
If
you have the manual and can scan the manual to email me,
please write me, and I'll add it!	
[image: Toastmaster model 6701 ice cream maker]Notes:
Comments from a visitor on June 14, 2011: " Regarding instructions for
the Toastmaster 6701 Ice Cream maker. I found out that Salton has bought
them out in 1994 or sometime around then. I looked at the Salton
instructions and I believe if you are having trouble freezing ice cream
in the 6701 machine, you should try using it only HALF full, as it will
not work properly otherwise, per the instructions for Salton. This is
actually a pain in the butt to do, as most recipes make about 1-1/2 Qts.
I think I am just going to get rid of this useless machine that my
sister in law handed down to me. Or freeze half of the recipe, clean it,
refreeze the canister and then freeze the rest the next day...???...as I
said, pain in the butt."	
 
	
White Magic 	
We don't have the manual for the White Magic model 450 ice cream maker.
 If you have one and can scan the manual to email me,
please write me, and I'll add it! 	
[image: White Magic model 450 ice cream maker]	
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Looking for canning equipment and supplies?

Water bath canner with a jar rack

Electric pressure canner

Pressure canners for gas, electric and induction stoves: Presto
23Qt or T-fal 22Qt

Canning scoop (this one is PERFECT)

Ball Blue book (most recent version)

8oz canning jars for jams

Regular canning lids

Wide mouth canning lids

 







Find Other types of farms:


	Easter egg hunts
	Children's consignment sales
	Farm markets and roadside stands
	Road trips and camping resources
	Local Honey, apiaries, beekeepers
	Local Meat, Milk and Eggs
	Consumer fraud and scams information
	Home canning supplies at the best prices on the internet!
	Maple Syrup Farms, sugarworks, maple syrup festivals
	Environmental information and resources
	Farms For Your Event for birthday parties, weddings, receptions, business meetings, retreats, etc.
	Festivals - local fruit and vegetable festivals
	 Pumpkin patches and corn mazes
	 Christmas Tree Farms and lots





Get the
most recent version of
the Ball Blue Book



































Get the
most recent version of
the Ball Blue Book of Home Canning



Find other types of farms:


	Easter egg hunts
	Children's consignment sales
	 Farm markets and roadside stands
	Local Honey
	Local Meat, Milk and Eggs
	Road trip and camping
	 Pumpkin patches and corn mazes
	 Christmas Tree Farms and lots
	Maple Syrup farms and sugarworks


Highly rated canning supplies:

	Regular Mouth Canning Lids with food-grade with BPA Free Silicone seals for Ball, Kerr Jars for Canning

 
	Canning accessories kit: funnel, jar tongs, lid lifter, etc

 
	Food Dehydrator, 400W Electric with 8 Trays, 48 hour Timer and Temperature Control 95-176℉, BPA-Free 

	Water Bath Canner, 21 Qts with lid, Jar Rack, Speckled Black, cans 7 quart jars, 9 pint jars or 13 half-pint jars
 
	Air Fryer: Instant Pot Instant Vortex Plus XL 8QT Clear Windows, Custom Programming, 8-in-1 Functions that Crisps, Broils, Roasts, Dehydrates, Bakes, Reheats

 
	Pressure canner: All American 921, 21.5qt Pressure Cooker/Canner, never needs gaskets, Great for Gas, Electric or Flat Top Stoves - Made in the USA

 
	The Backyard Homestead:a guide to homesteading , on 1/4 acre, how to raise grains and vegetables; raise animals for meat, eggs, and dairy; and keep honey bees

 
	Smart silent HEPA Air Purifiers for Home, Large Rooms for Allergies, Smoke, Pets. Eliminates 99.97% of Dust, Pet Hair, Odors
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Disclosure: As an Amazon Associate I earn from qualifying purchases.





Want to make a donation?

Pickyourown.org does not charge either farmers or consumers! I do all
of the research, updating, writing, programming, web design for this website and all the related farm, family and consumer protection websites myself (full list here). If you'd like to make a
donation to help me pay to keep the website going, please make a donation to me
(a.k.a.Benivia) through our secure donation processor. Just click the button
below and follow the instructions:
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Or use this link to donate via PayPal
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© Copyright Benivia, LLC 2004-2024
Disclaimer and
Privacy Policy.
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